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Abstract
Zero-shot object recognition or zero-shot learning aims
to transfer the object recognition ability among the semantically related categories, such as fine-grained animal or bird
species. However, the images of different fine-grained objects tend to merely exhibit subtle differences in appearance,
which will severely deteriorate zero-shot object recognition.
To reduce the superfluous information in the fine-grained
objects, in this paper, we propose to learn the redundancyfree features for generalized zero-shot learning. We achieve
our motivation by projecting the original visual features
into a new (redundancy-free) feature space and then restricting the statistical dependence between these two feature spaces. Furthermore, we require the projected features
to keep and even strengthen the category relationship in the
redundancy-free feature space. In this way, we can remove
the redundant information from the visual features without
losing the discriminative information. We extensively evaluate the performance on four benchmark datasets. The results show that our redundancy-free feature based generalized zero-shot learning (RFF-GZSL) approach can outperform the state-of-the-arts often by a large margin.

1. Introduction
Object recognition has progressed remarkably in recent years thanks to the deployments of deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [24, 18]. However, existing
CNN-based models, with tens to hundreds of millions of parameters, excel only when large amounts of labeled data are
available for each object class, and generally struggle when
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Figure 1: Examples of four fine-grained bird species. The
subtle difference in appearance or the common living environment of these examples challenges the zero-shot object
recognition.
labeled data are scarce. The data-hungry nature of deep
models limits their ability to recognize rare object classes,
such as fine-grained animal species. This is because collecting and annotating a large set of images of these classes
is often labor-intensive and sometimes impossible (e.g., extinct species). Zero-Shot Learning (ZSL), also known as
learning from side information, provides a promising approach to addressing this problem [26, 40]. Specifically,
zero-shot learning aims to recognize the unseen classes, of
which the labeled images are unavailable, when the labeled
images only from some seen classes are provided [27, 54].
In ZSL, the seen classes are associated with the unseen
classes in a semantic descriptor space, such as the semantic
attribute or word vector space [2], which bridges the knowledge gap between the seen and unseen classes.
Although the conventional ZSL prevails in the early researches, the realistic but more challenging Generalized
Zero-Shot Learning (GZSL) has drawn increasing attention recently. The conventional ZSL assumes all test images coming from the unseen classes only, whereas the test
set in GZSL consists of data from both the seen and unseen classes. Semantic embedding is the most important
approach in conventional ZSL, but generally performs poor
in the new GZSL setting. The semantic embedding methods [13, 27, 2] learn to embed the visual features into the
semantic descriptor space and then predict the labels of vi-
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sual features by finding their nearest semantic descriptor. In
GZSL, to mitigate the data imbalance between seen and unseen classes, a number of feature generation methods have
been proposed [53, 25, 12, 48, 55]. The feature generation
methods first learn a feature generator network conditioned
on the class-level semantic descriptors. The feature generator can produce an arbitrary number of synthetic features
and thus compensate for the lack of visual features for the
unseen classes. In the end, the feature generation methods
mix the real seen features and the fake unseen features to
train a supervised model, e.g. a softmax classifier, as the
final GZSL classifier.
Generalized zero-shot learning is usually evaluated on
the fine-grained datasets, such as Caltech-UCSD Birds
(CUB) [50], as the fine-grained categories are semantically
related. The images of different fine-grained categories tend
to be very similar in appearance and merely exhibit subtle
differences, which will severely deteriorate the performance
of the GZSL classification. A similar background, such as a
common living environment, of fine-grained animal or bird
species may also mislead the zero-shot object recognition
on these datasets, as shown in Figure 1. In other words,
the fine-grained images in GZSL contain superfluous content irrelevant to differentiating their categories. Intuitively,
GZSL can benefit from removing the redundancy from the
original visual features and preserving the most discriminative information that triggers a class label.
In this paper, we present a generalized zero-shot learning
approach based on redundancy-free information. Specifically, we propose to map the original visual features into
a new space, where we bound the dependence between the
mapped features and the visual features to remove the redundancy from the visual features. In the meanwhile, we
minimize the generalized ZSL classification error using the
new redundancy-free features to keep the discriminative information in it. Our method is flexible in that it can be integrated with the two aforementioned frameworks, i.e. semantic embedding and feature generation, for GZSL. We
evaluate our method on four widely used datasets. The results show that when integrating with the conventional semantic embedding framework, our model can surpass the
other conventional ZSL comparators in the new GZSL setting; when integrating with the feature generation framework, to the best of our knowledge, our model can outperform the state-of-the-arts by a significant margin. Interestingly, we achieve the best GZSL results using a simple knearest neighbor (k-NN) classifier. This suggests that the
redundancy-free features are powerful for the GZSL task.
Our contributions are three-fold: (1) we propose a
redundancy-free feature based GZSL method; (2) our
method can integrate with the conventional semantic embedding and the latest feature generation frameworks; and
(3) we evaluate our GZSL model on four benchmarks, and

to the best of our knowledge, our method can achieve the
state-of-the-art on all of them.

1.1. Related Work
Zero-shot object recognition or zero-shot learning relies
on the class-level semantic descriptions or features, e.g. semantic attributes [11, 41, 2] and word vectors [34, 35], for
model transferring from the seen classes to a disjoint set of
unseen classes. Earlier ZSL research works focus on the
conventional ZSL problem [38, 49, 13, 2, 58, 14, 22, 7, 52,
15, 9, 46, 23], in which the semantic embedding is the most
important approach [13, 46, 7, 23]. Semantic embedding
methods learn to embed the visual features into the semantic descriptor space, or vice versa [13, 1, 2, 23]. By doing
so, the visual features and the semantic features will lie in a
same space and the ZSL classification can be accomplished
by searching the nearest semantic descriptor.
In the more challenging GZSL task, we have the labeled
data only from seen classes during training, but need to recognize the images from both seen and unseen classes in
the test phase. Thus, GZSL suffers from the extreme data
imbalance problem. Semantic embedding methods fail to
solve the data imbalance problem in GZSL. They tend to be
highly overfitting the seen classes and thus harm the classification of unseen classes. The experiments in [54] showed
that the performance of almost all conventional ZSL methods, including semantic embedding, drops significantly in
the new GZSL scenario.
To compensate for the lack of training images of unseen classes in GZSL, recently, some feature generation
methods have been proposed to tackle the GZSL problem [8, 53, 12, 25, 55, 19, 48]. Bucher et al. [8] proposed to generate features for unseen classes with four
different generative models, including generative moment
matching network (GMMN) [30], auxiliary classifier GANs
(AC-GAN) [39], denoising auto-encoder [6] and adversarial
auto-encoder (AAE) [33]. The f-CLSWGAN in [53] proposed to generate the unseen features conditioned on the
class-level semantic descriptors. Some methods [12, 19]
further constrained the feature generator network by introducing a reverse regressor network which can be used to
define a cycle-consistent loss [59]. Verma et al. [25] built
their feature synthesis framework upon Variational Autoencoder (VAE) [21]. Besides the feature generation methods,
Chen et al. [10] proposed an adversarial visual-semantic
embedding framework. Liu et al. [31] proposed a deep calibration network (DCN) that simultaneously calibrates the
model confidence on seen classes and the model uncertainty
on unseen classes.
As previously analyzed, the images of different finegrained categories in GZSL differ slightly in appearance,
which will challenge the GZSL classification. To mitigate
this problem, we propose to reduce the redundant informa-
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tion in the visual features for GZSL. Our work is inspired by
the information bottleneck method [3]. Concretely, we map
the visual features into a new redundancy-free feature space
and limit the information dependence between the mapped
features and the original images features to an upper bound.
Thanks to the power of the redundancy-free features, we
can apply a simple k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) as the final
GZSL classifier.

2. Preliminaries
In this section, we define the GZSL problem and then
briefly revisit the semantic embedding and feature generation frameworks in GZSL.
Problem definition In zero-shot learning, we are given a
set of seen classes Ys and a disjoint set of unseen classes Yu ,
where we have Ys ∩Yu = ∅. Suppose that there is a training
dataset Dstr = {(xi , ai , yi )} consisting of labeled samples
from the seen classes only, where xi ∈ X represents the
visual feature, ai ∈ A is the associated semantic descriptor
(e.g. semantic attributes), and yi ∈ Ys denotes the seen
class label. The semantic features of unseen classes are also
available, but their visual features are missing. Zero-shot
learning aims to learn a classifier being evaluated on a test
dataset Dte = {xk }. In generalized ZSL, the test dataset
Dte is composed of examples from both seen and unseen
classes, i.e., GZSL is tested on Ys ∪ Yu .
Semantic embedding The conventional semantic embedding methods in ZSL learn an embedding function E that
maps a visual feature x into the semantic descriptor space
as E(x). In this paper, we adopt a structured objective proposed in [2, 13] to learn the embedding function E. Such
a structured objective requires the embedding of x being
closer to the semantic descriptor a of its ground-truth class
than the descriptors of other classes, according to the dotproduct similarity in semantic descriptor space. This objective for learning E is defined as below:
⊤

′ ⊤

min Ep(x,a) [max(0, ∆ − a E(x) + (a ) E(x))],
E

(1)

where p(x, a) is the empirical data distribution of seen
classes defined on Dstr , a′ 6= a is a randomly-selected semantic descriptor of other classes, and ∆ > 0 is a margin
to make E more robust. Once the embedding function E
is optimized, we can use E to embed the visual feature of
a test image to the semantic descriptor space and infer its
class label by finding the nearest semantic descriptor.
Feature generation Semantic embedding methods prevail in the conventional ZSL but is unsuccessful in the
more challenging generalized ZSL problem. Feature generation can address the data imbalance problem in GZSL

and their effectiveness for GZSL has been evidenced recently [53, 25, 36, 19, 5]. We adopt a basic feature generation method, f-CLSWGAN, proposed in [53], although our
approach based on redundancy-free features can certainly
integrate with other more sophisticated feature generation
methods. f-CLSWGAN learns a visual feature generator
G, defined as a conditional generative model x̃ = G(a, ǫ),
conditioned on a semantic descriptor a and a Gaussian noise
ǫ ∼ N (0, I). In f-CLSWGAN, a discriminator D is learned
together with G to discriminate a real pair (x, a) from a
synthetic pair (x̃, a), whereas the feature generator G tries
to fool the discriminator D by producing indistinguishable
synthetic features. As shown in [16], such an idea can be
formulated as the following adversarial objective:
min max Ep(x,a) [log D(x, a)] + EpG (x̃) [log(1 − D(x̃, a))],
G

D

(2)
where pG is the distribution of synthetic visual features. To
make the generated visual features more discriminative, fCLSWGAN further constrains the generator G with a supervised classification loss:
LCLS (G) = −EpG (x̃) [log q(y|x̃)],

(3)

where q(y|x̃) is a classifier that is pre-trained on the seen
training set Dstr . q(y|x̃) gives the probability of x̃ being predicted as the label y inherited from the conditional semantic
descriptor a. The feature generator G can synthesize an arbitrary number of labeled features for unseen classes. As
a result, we can transform GZSL to a standard supervised
learning problem.

3. Methodology
In this section, we present how to learn the redundancyfree information and then describe how it can be integrated
with the semantic embedding and the feature generation
frameworks, respectively, to tackle the GZSL problem.

3.1. Learning the Redundancy-free Information
We learn a mapping function M to map the original visual features to a new feature space. Our goal is to remove
the redundancy information contained in the original feature x through M ; z = M (x) represents the redundancyfree information of x. Let X be the original features and
Z be the redundancy-free features. We hope to perform the
GZSL task using the redundancy-free features rather than
the original redundancy features. To the end, we bound the
statistical dependence between Z and X to enforce Z to
forget the redundancy information in X. In information
theory, the dependence between two random variables is
measured by mutual information (MI) I(Z; X), defined as
I(Z; X) = H(Z) − H(Z|X), where H(Z) is the marginal
entropy of Z and H(Z|X) is the conditional entropy of Z
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with respect to X. Note that we do not intend to minimize
the mutual information I(Z; X) but ask it to be lower than
an upper bound, such that some information in X can still
be conveyed to Z. Otherwise, I(Z; X) = 0 means Z and
X are statistically independent.
Calculating the mutual information with high dimension
is intractable. We follow the strategy proposed by Alemi et
al. [3] to use a variational upper bound of MI as a surrogate:
I(Z; X) ≤ Ep(x) [DKL [pM (z|x)kr(z)]],

(4)

where DKL () is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence,
pM (z|x) is the conditional distribution of redundancy-free
features z conditioned on the original visual features x. r(z)
is the variational approximation to the marginal distribution
of z. The variational upper bound can be estimated using
the reparameterization trick [21]. By restricting this variational upper bound, we can implicitly constrain the mutual
information between Z and X. In this way, the mapping
function M can be learned to extract the redundancy-free
information from x.
Only removing the redundancy information from the
original visual features cannot guarantee a satisfactory
GZSL result. Next, we will discuss how to preserve the
discriminative information concerning GZSL, in z.

3.2. Redundancy-free Semantic Embedding for
GZSL
To exploit the redundancy-free information in the semantic embedding methods, we simply regard the semantic descriptor space as the new feature space and request the function M to map the original visual features into the semantic
descriptor space, analogously to the conventional semantic embedding method described above. Therefore, we just
constrain the structured objective defined in Eq. 1 with the
bounded variational mutual information as below:
min Ep(x,a) [EpM (z|x) [max(0, ∆ − a⊤ z + (a′ )⊤ z)]]
M

(5)

s.t. Ep(x) [DKL [pM (z|x)kr(z)]] ≤ b,
where b is the upper bound we impose. We apply the strategy described in [44] to optimize an unconstrained form of
Eq. 5 derived by the method of Lagrange multiplier.
Figure 2 shows the schematic overview of the
redundancy-free semantic embedding method. Our method
differs from the traditional semantic embedding methods in
that we restrict the embedding z = M (x) to preserve the information in the original feature x to an upper bound. More
specifically, in Eq. 5, the information constraint determines
how much information in x will be conveyed to z, and the
classification term decides whether the left information is
discriminative for GZSL or not.

𝐼(𝑍; 𝑋) ≤ 𝑏

Semantic
Space

M

Feature
Extractor

𝑥

visual features

Mapping
Function

𝑧

redundancy-free
features

Figure 2: The structure of the redundancy-free semantic embedding framework for GZSL. We learn a mapping function M to project a visual feature to the semantic descriptor space. We bound the statistical dependence measured
by the mutual information between the mapped features
and the original visual features to enforce M to extract the
redundancy-free information from the visual features.

3.3. Redundancy-free Feature Generation for
GZSL
Previous feature generation methods in GZSL trained
a feature generator network to mimic the distribution of
real visual features. To exploit the redundancy-free information in feature generation, we take one step further
and learn a new mapping function M to project the visual features, real and synthetic, to another feature space.
For the seen classes in GZSL, we use the new mapping
function M to transform the original real visual features
to the redundancy-free features: z = M (x). For the unseen classes in GZSL, we indeed use a composite generator
network M ◦ G to synthesize the fake and redundancy-free
features: z̃ = (M ◦ G)(a, ǫ) = M (G(a, ǫ)). In this way,
we can rewrite the adversarial objective of feature generation defined in Eq. 2 as follows:
V (D, M ◦ G) = Ep(x) [EpM (z|x) [log D(z)]]
+ EpG (x̃) [EpM (z̃|x̃) [log(1 − D(z̃))]],

(6)

where pM (z̃|x̃) is the distribution of the synthesized
redundancy-free features z̃ conditioned on the synthetic visual features x̃.
To ensure the generated features have a similar discriminative ability like the real feature, f-CLSWGAN further
constrained the feature generator network G with a pretrained supervised classifier given in Eq. 3. Similarly, to
ensure the redundancy-free features produced by M are
also discriminative, we use the training visual features of
seen classes to constrain M so that the category relationship of the seen training data can be well retained in the
redundancy-free feature space. Concretely, we constrain the
mapping function M using the following loss objective:
Lr (M, c) = Ep(x,y) [EpM (z|x) [Lc (z, y, y ′ )]],

(7)

in which for each sample from seen classes, we compute
the loss of its redundancy-free feature with the center loss
proposed in [51] as below:
Lc (z, y, y ′ ) = max(0, ∆ + kz − cy k22 − kz − cy′ k22 ). (8)
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Figure 3: The structure of the redundancy-free feature generation framework for GZSL. We learn a feature generator G
that synthesizes the fake visual features for unseen classes using the class-level semantic descriptor a (e.g. attributes) and a
noise ǫ. Furthermore, we learn a mapping function M to map the real visual features of seen classes and the synthetic visual
features of unseen classes into a new redundancy-free feature space. We remove the redundancy information from the visual
features by restricting the mutual information between the original visual features and the redundancy-free features. Our
redundancy-free features are strongly discriminative for the GZSL task.
where y is the class label of x and y ′ is a randomly-selected
class label other than y. In Lr (M, c), an array of centers in
the redundancy-free feature space, one for each seen class,
are optimized with M together. The center loss can group
the redundancy-free features of seen classes according to
their labels such that the distributions of different classes
can be easily separated. As such, we indeed strengthen
the category relationships of seen class data in the new
redundancy-free feature space.
We formulate our final learning objective for
redundancy-free feature generation as follows:
min max V (D, M ◦ G) + λr Lr (M, c) + λc LCLS (G)

G,M,c

D

s.t. Ep(x) [DKL [pM (z|x)kr(z)]] ≤ b

(9)

EpG (x̃) [DKL [pM (z̃|x̃)kr(z̃)]] ≤ b.

In Eq. 9, we learn the discriminator D and the composite
generator M ◦ G in an adversarial manner, to avoid the mismatching between the distribution of synthetic redundancyfree features and that of real redundancy-free features. We
keep the classification loss LCLS (Eq. 3) in the original visual feature space, to ensure the discriminative ability of
the generated unseen visual features, which will be mapped
to the new redundancy-free feature space later. The two
information constraints bound the variational mutual information so that the redundancy information can be removed from the visual features. Last, Lr will encourage
M to produce the well-separated thus strongly discriminative redundancy-free features. Figure 3 shows the overall
structure of the redundancy-free feature generation framework.

3.4. Classification
Semantic embedding For a test data point x ∈ Dte , we
use M to map it into the semantic descriptor space as M (x).
x will be labeled as the class with the nearest semantic descriptor with respect to x:
y ∗ = arg

max

a∈As ∪Au

a⊤ M (x).

(10)

Feature Generation We first map all training data of seen
classes into the redundancy-free feature space as z = M (x)
for each x ∈ Dstr . We then synthesize a set of redundancyfree features for each unseen class y ∈ Yu by performing
z̃ = (M ◦ G)(ay , ǫ). Once we have the training data, real
or fake for each seen or unseen class, we train a supervised
classifier in the redundancy-free feature space as the final
GZSL classifier. In this paper, we evaluate two kinds of
classifiers: softmax and k-nearest neighbor (k-NN).

4. Experiments
Datasets We evaluate our method on four datasets for
GZSL: (1) Animals with Attributes 1 (AWA) [26] consists of 50 classes of animals with 30,475 examples annotated with 85 attributes; (2) Caltech-UCSD Birds-2002011 (CUB) [50] contains 11,788 examples of 200 finegrained bird species annotated with 312 attributes; (3) SUN
Attribute (SUN) [42] consists of 14,340 examples of 717
different scenes annotated with 102 attributes; (4) Oxford
Flowers (FLO) [37] is composed of 8,189 examples of 102
different fine-grained flower classes annotated with 1,024
attributes [45]. We extract the 2,048-dimensional CNN features for images using ResNet-101 [18] as the visual fea-
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Table 1: Results of the state-of-the-arts. U and S are the Top-1 accuracies tested on unseen classes and seen classes,
respectively, in GZSL. H is the harmonic mean of U and S. We report our redundancy-free feature generation results
(softmax, 1-NN and 5-NN). On each dataset, we synthesize different numbers of examples per unseen class: AWA (1800),
CUB (400), SUN (400), and FLO (1200). ‡ and † denote the feature generation methods or not, respectively.
U

AWA
S

H

U

CUB
S

H

U

SUN
S

H

U

FLO
S

H

†

DCN [31]
SP-AEN [10]
AREN [56]
Kai at el. [29]
CRnet [57]

25.5
23.3
62.7
58.1

84.2
90.9
77.0
74.7

39.1
37.1
69.1
65.4

28.4
34.7
38.9
47.4
45.5

60.7
70.6
78.7
47.6
56.8

38.7
46.6
52.1
47.5
50.5

25.5
24.9
19.0
36.3
34.1

37.0
38.6
38.8
42.8
36.5

30.2
30.3
25.5
39.3
35.3

-

-

-

‡

SE-GZSL [25]
f-CLSWGAN [53]
cycle-CLSWGAN [12]
CADA-VAE [48]
SABR [43]
f-VAEGAN [55]
LisGAN [28]
GMN [47]
Our RFF-GZSL (softmax)
Our RFF-GZSL (1-NN)
Our RFF-GZSL (5-NN)

56.3
57.9
56.9
57.3
52.6
61.1
59.8
59.5
67.1

67.8
61.4
64.0
72.8
76.3
71.3
75.1
91.6
91.9

61.5
59.6
60.2
64.1
62.3
65.8
66.5
72.1
77.5

41.5
43.7
45.7
51.6
55.0
48.4
46.5
56.1
52.6
50.6
59.8

53.3
57.7
61.0
53.5
58.7
60.1
57.9
54.3
56.6
79.1
79.9

46.7
49.7
52.3
52.4
56.8
53.6
51.6
55.2
54.6
61.7
68.4

40.9
42.6
49.4
47.2
50.7
45.1
42.9
53.2
45.7
56.6
58.8

30.5
36.6
33.6
35.7
35.1
38.0
37.8
33.0
38.6
42.8
45.3

34.9
39.4
40.0
40.6
41.5
41.3
40.2
40.7
41.9
48.7
51.2

59.0
59.2
56.8
57.7
65.2
61.3
62.0

73.8
72.5
74.9
83.8
78.2
88.8
91.9

65.6
65.1
64.6
68.3
71.1
72.5
74.0

50
25
500

1000

4.1. Comparison with the state-of-the-art
Table 1 shows the state-of-art results of GZSL, in which
we select thirteen results published in recent two years for
comparison. We organize the compared methods into two
groups: (1) five non-feature generation methods and (2)
eight feature generation based methods. We compare our
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S

H

Accuracy (%)

45
30
15

(c) SUN

200

400

150

400

U

100

60

50

100

# synthesized features of each class

(b) CUB
U

10

H

40

(a) AWA

0

S

60

0
100

U

80

# synthesized features of each class

# synthesized features of each class

Implementation Details We implement our model with
neural networks using PyTorch. The generator G contains
a 4096-unit hidden layer with LeakyReLU activation. The
mapping function M and discriminator D is implemented
with a fully-connected layer and ReLU activation. We
use Adam solver [20] with β1 = 0.5, β2 = 0.999 and
a batch size of 512. We empirically set the MI bound
b = 0.1, the dimension of redundancy-free feature space
as 1,024 and λr = 0.1; we cross-validate λc in [0.1, 1].
To make the training process more stable, we adopt Wasserstein GAN [4] and some improved strategies [17] in the feature generation framework.

H

Accuracy (%)

S

75

0

Evaluation Protocols The performances of our method
are evaluated by per-class Top-1 accuracy. In GZSL, since
the test set is composed of seen and unseen images, we will
evaluate the Top-1 accuracies respectively on seen classes,
denoted as S, and unseen classes, denoted as U . Their harmonic mean, defined as H = (2 × S × U )/(S + U ) [54],
evaluates the performance of GZSL.

U

100

Accuracy (%)

tures and the pre-defined attributes on each dataset are used
as the semantic descriptors. Moreover, we adopt the Proposed Split (PS) [54] to divide the total classes into seen
and unseen classes on each dataset.

Accuracy (%)

Method

S

H

75
50
25
0

150

300

600

1200

# synthesized features of each class

(d) FLO

Figure 4: The GZSL results of our RFF-GZSL (1-NN) with
respect to different numbers of synthetic samples per unseen
class.

redundancy-free feature generation results with these recent GZSL results. Especially, we report three results on
each dataset, that is, our RFF-GZSL (softmax), our RFFGZSL (1-NN) and our RFF-GZSL (5-NN), in which the final GZSL classifiers are based on the softmax, 1-NN and
5-NN classifiers, respectively.
We first compare our redundancy-free feature generation
results with the other feature generation methods. Our RFFGZSL (k-NN) approach, including 1-NN based and 5-NN
based, can outperform all other feature generation methods. Moreover, our RFF-GZSL (softmax) is still competitive compared with the feature generation methods. Specif-
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Table 2: Results of comparison with traditional ZSL methods in the new GZSL scenario. U and S are the Top-1 accuracies
tested on unseen classes and seen classes, respectively, in GZSL. H is the harmonic mean of U and S.
U

AWA
S

H

U

CUB
S

H

U

SUN
S

H

U

FLO
S

H

DAP [27]
IAP [27]
SJE [2]
LATEM [52]
DEVISE [13]
ALE [1]
ESZSL [46]
SYNC [9]
SAE [23]

0.0
2.1
11.3
7.3
13.4
16.8
6.6
8.9
1.8

88.7
78.2
74.6
71.7
68.7
76.1
75.6
87.3
77.1

0.0
4.1
19.6
13.3
22.4
27.5
12.1
16.2
3.5

1.7
0.2
23.5
15.2
23.8
23.7
12.6
11.5
7.8

67.9
72.8
59.2
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Figure 6: Visualization of the synthetic feature distributions
of f-CLSWGAN [53] and our RFF-GZSL on AWA.
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Figure 5: The influence of the redundancy-free feature dimensions on GZSL results, evaluated by our RFF-GZSL (1NN).
ically, according to the harmonic mean results, our RFFGZSL (softmax) can surpass the eight feature generation
methods on AWA, SUN and FLO. On CUB, our RFF-GZSL
(softmax) is only lower than GMN [47] and SABR [43].
Then, we compare our RFF-GZSL with the non-feature
generation methods. Again, our method can achieve the
best results evaluated on the seen classes (S), the unseen
classes (U ) and the harmonic mean (H) on all datasets,
demonstrating the effectiveness of our RFF-GZSL.
In Figure 4, we report our RFF-GZSL (1-NN) results under different numbers of synthesized samples per unseen
class. In general, the performances of our RFF-GZSL (1NN) are quite stable. When the amount of synthetic samples is small, the U and H results are low due to the data
imbalance problem. As the number of synthetic features increases, the U and H results improve significantly, which
means our redundancy-free feature generation method can
deal with the data imbalance problem in GZSL.
We also evaluate our feature generation method, RFF-

GZSL (1-NN), with different dimensions of redundancyfree feature space, as shown in Figure 5. When the dimension is small, our performances on CUB, SUN, and FLO
are low. As the dimension increases, the performances on
these three datasets get better. Our performance on AWA is
consistently stable with respect to different feature dimensions. With the dimension of the redundancy-free feature
space equal to 1,024, we can already achieve the satisfactory GZSL results on the four datasets.

4.2. Comparison with traditional ZSL methods
In this section, we compare the redundancy-free semantic embedding model with several traditional ZSL methods
in the new generalized ZSL scenario. Table 2 shows the
compared results. It can be seen that the traditional ZSL
methods usually perform poor in the GZSL setting. Especially, all traditional ZSL methods in Table 2 can achieve
a high performance (S) on the seen classes, but perform
poor (U ) on the unseen classes, resulting in a low harmonic
mean (H) for GZSL. Our redundancy-free semantic embedding model can enhance the performance of the traditional
semantic embedding methods by reducing the redundancy
information in the original visual features. Specifically, our
method is built upon SJE [2]; compared with SJE [2], our
redundancy-free semantic embedding method can improve
the GZSL results significantly on AWA and FLO with al-
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Our RFF-GZSL
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Tropical
Kingbird
White Crowned
Sparrow
Gray
Catbird
Magnolia
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Chestnut Sided
Warbler

Figure 7: The results of image retrieval. Each row contains the Top-5 retrieved images of a specific class. The image with a
red box means a wrong retrieval.
most 15% enhancement. Finally, our method can surpass
all compared traditional ZSL methods on the new GZSL
task.

4.3. Visualization Results
Feature visualization We visualize the features used in
the final GZSL classification with t-SNE [32]. We compare the visualization result of our redundancy-free feature
generation with f-CLSWGAN [53] on AWA to investigate
the structure of generated features. Concretely, for each
unseen class on AWA, we use the learned composite feature generator in our method to synthesize 1,000 features
in the redundancy-free feature space, while we apply fCLSWGAN to synthesize 1,000 features in the original visual feature space. Since the dimension of the visual feature
space is 2,048, for a fair comparison, we let our redundancyfree feature space have the same dimension. The results
of f-CLSWGAN and ours are shown in Figure 6a and Figure 6b, respectively. As shown in Figure 6a, in the generated
visual feature space of f-CLSWGAN, the feature distributions of four animal categories, i.e. blue whale, seal, walrus
and dolphin, are highly overlapping. After reducing the redundancy information from the visual features, as shown
in 6b, these four and other unseen categories can be easily
separated in our redundancy-free feature space.
Image Retrieval We compare our RFF-GZSL with fCLSWGAN [53] on the image retrieval task on CUB.
Specifically, we use our RFF-GZSL to synthesize 10 features in the redundancy-free feature space for each unseen
CUB class and then we apply the mean of these 10 features
to query the top-5 images, which have been mapped in the
same redundancy-free feature space. We do the same thing
using f-CLSWGAN [53], but this time the synthetic features

locating in the original visual feature space. Figure 7 shows
the top-5 retrieval results of five bird example categories.
The retrieval results of our method are more accurate than
f-CLSWGAN, demonstrating that the learned redundancyfree features in our method are more discriminative than the
original visual features.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we have proposed to learn the redundancyfree features for generalized zero-shot object recognition.
We accomplish it by learning a mapping function to map
the original visual features to a new redundancy-free feature space. We bound the statistical dependence between
these two feature spaces to remove the redundant information from the visual features. Our method can integrate with
existing GZSL frameworks. The performance of conventional semantic embedding methods has been promoted significantly using the redundancy-free features. More interestingly, with a simple k-nearest neighbor, our redundancyfree feature generation model can achieve the state-ofthe-arts on four benchmarks. Also, the visualization results, including the feature distribution and the image retrieval, further demonstrate the effectiveness of learning the
redundancy-free features for GZSL.
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